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April Meeting:
Barry Allen

Serpents in the Texas Countryside & Sky
In the normal location 

Club Calendars – 2 
Skyportunities – 4   
Time to Go – 6  
Club Reports – 7 
What’s Up with the Moon? – 8  
The Pluto Files – 10   
Cancer, the Crab – 11  
Stargazers’ Diary – 12   

NGC 891 by Steve Tuttle 
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MMaarrcchh  22001111  

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

 
 

1 
 
 

Algol @ Minima 
11:06 pm NW low 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Venera 3  
impacts Venus  
45 years ago 

2 3 4 
New Moon 

3:46 pm 
Lunation 1091 

 

5 
Algol @ Minima 
7:55 pm NW sky 

6 
 

Moon at Apogee  
3 am 

(252,639 miles) 
 

 

7 
 

8 

 
 

 
 

 

9 10 
 

11 
Werner X  

Barely visible to us 
this month. (Peaks 

@ 11:24 pm – shortly 
before Moonset)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Urbain Le Verner 
b. 100 years ago 

 

12 
First Qtr Moon  

6:45 pm 
 

Museum  
Star Party 

Victor Savinykh 
becomes 100th 

person to arrive in 
space 30 years 
ago. Soyuz T-4 

mission 

13 
William Herschel 
discovers Uranus 

230 years ago 

 
Daylight Savings 
2:00:00 > 3:00:01 am 

14 
 

15 Ides of March
 

 
 

FWAS Meeting 
 

The Inner Planets 
With  

Bruce Campbell 

Normal Room 

16 
 

Mercury : Jupiter  
2O of separation 

17 

 
 

 
St. Patrick’s Day 

18 
 

19 
Full Moon 

1:10 pm 
“largest” of 2011 

because 
Moon at Perigee 

3 pm  
(221,565 miles) 

 

 

20 

 

Equinox 
6:21 pm 

 

21 22 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

James Tiberius Kirk 
born in just 222 years 

23 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Mir reenters 
atmosphere 
10 years ago 

24 
 

Algol @ Minima 
9:40 pm NW 

 

25 
 

26 
Last Qtr Moon  

7:07 am 

Moonset: 12:49pm 

Novice Night 
& 

Globe @ Night 
Thomsen 

Foundation 

Sunset:  7:45 pm 
 √ e-group 

27 
 

28 29 
 

30 
 

31 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Top ten deep-sky objects for March: 
M44, M48, M67, M81, M82, NGC 2654, NGC 2683, 

NGC 2835, NGC 2841, NGC 2903 

Top ten binocular deep-sky objects for March: 
M44, M48, M67, M81, M82, NGC 2571, 

NGC 2683, NGC 2841, NGC 2903, NGC 2976 

(Some objects require dark skies to be seen.) 

 Challenge deep-sky object for March: Abell 30 (Cancer) 
 Challenge binary star for March:  Struve 1216 (Hydra) 
 Notable carbon star for March: T Cancri (Cancer) 

New Moon Weekend 

Take advantage of better DSO viewing 
at our Dark Sky Site 

Messier Marathon at CSAC March 31 - April 2 

The Messier Marathon will be held at Comanche Springs 
Astronomy Campus March 31-April 2.   Spend three 
incredible nights on the 3RF campus!  Enjoy perfect skies, 
110 Messier objects and great company!  For more 
information and registration see the links in 3RF’s blue box 
on page 4. 

http://www.fortworthastro.com
http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/nmc/spacecraftDisplay.do?id=1965-092A
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johannes_Werner
http://www.history.com/topics/st-patricks-day
http://www.guinness.com/
http://www.hightechscience.org/viktor_savinykh.htm
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Soyuz-T-4/140940739265065
http://www.nndb.com/people/661/000096373/
http://www.fortworthastro.com/FWAS/Meetings.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equinox
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_T._Kirk
http://www.russianspaceweb.com/mir.html
http://www.globeatnight.org/
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AApprriill  22001111  

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

1 
Prime Focus 

offices moving 

2 
Moon at Apogee  

3 am 
(252,684 miles) 

 

3 
New Moon 

9:32 am 
Lunation 1092 

 
 

Saturn 
 @ Opposition 

6 pm 
72 light minutes from 
Earth. N side of ring 

plane tilted 8.9O towards 
Earth & spans 44” 

Luna 10 first 
spacecraft to orbit 

Moon 45 years ago 

4 
 

 
 
 
 
 

5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

STS-37 Atlantis 
launched 20 years 

ago 

6 
Algol @ Minima 

8:20 pm NW zenith 
 
 
 

Jupiter in 
Conjunction with 

Sun 10 am.  
Reappears in 

dawn twilight mid-
month 

7 
 
 

Compton Gamma 
Ray Observatory 

deployed 
20 years ago 

 
Mars Odyssey 

Orbiter  
Launched 

10 years ago 

8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

9 
Museum  

Star Party 

3RF Lunar Party 

Fort Worth: 
Sunset :    7:56 pm 

Moonrise11.04 am 
Moonset   1:40 am 
             (Saturday) 
Illumination: 34.2% 

10 
Algol @ Minima 
11:32 pm NW sky 

 
Werner X not visible 

to us this month. 
(Peaks @ 1:19 pm)  

< Moon low in east > 
 

 

11 
First Qtr Moon  

7:05 am 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

12 
 

Yuri’s Night 
Yuri Gagarin 1st  
human in space 

50 years ago 
 
 
 
 

STS-1 Columbia 
launched 

30 years ago 

13 
 

 
 

14 
 

15 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

16 
Moon at Perigee 

11:59:59 pm 
(222,507 miles) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

17 
Full Moon 

9:44 pm 

 

 

18 
 
 
 

19 
Mercury : Mars 
conjunction 0.8O 

.  

 
 

FWAS Meeting 
Serpents in the 
Country & Sky  

With 
Barry Allen 

20 
 
 

21 
 

During last 10 
days of month, 

check dawn 
twilight for Jupiter 
– Mars – Mercury 
– Venus all lined 

up within 20O 

22 
Venus : Uranus 
conjunction 0.8O 

(at noon, so look in 
the morning) 

23 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

24 
Last Qtr Moon  

9:47 pm 
 

 
Easter 

25 26 
 

27 
 

28 
Bart Bok  

b. 105 years ago 
 

STS-39 
Discovery 

launched 20 
years ago 

 
1st space tourist 

launched  
10 years ago 

29 
Moon at Apogee  

Noon 
(252,301 miles) 

 

30 
 

 
 
 
 

Top ten deep-sky objects for April: 
M65, M66, M95, M96, M97, M105,  

M108, NGC 3115, NGC 3242, NGC 3628 

Top ten binocular deep-sky objects for 
April: 

M65, M66, M95, M96, M97, M105,  
M108, M109, NGC 3115, NGC 3242  

(Some objects require dark skies to be seen.) 

 

 Challenge deep-sky object for April: Leo I (Leo) 

 Challenge binary star for April:  Gamma Sextantis 
 Notable carbon star for April: V Hydrae (Hydra) 

New Moon Weekend 

Take advantage of better DSO viewing 
at our Dark Sky Site 

Lyrid 
Meteors 

peak 
(minor) 

http://www.fortworthastro.com/FWAS/Meetings.html
http://www.zarya.info/Diaries/Luna/Luna10.php
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space_Shuttle_Atlantis
http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/cgro/index.html
http://marsprogram.jpl.nasa.gov/odyssey/
http://www.3rf.org
http://video.google.co.uk/videoplay?docid=8147866533180818812#
http://yurisnight.net/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bart_Bok
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UwmzAa_HV9g
http://www.aerospaceguide.net/spacefuture/spacetourism.html
http://www.history.com/topics/history-of-easter
http://www.fortworthastro.com
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OObbsseerrvviinngg  aanndd  OOuuttrreeaacchh  OOppppoorrttuunniittiieess                                                                Weather permitting (FWAS contacts in parentheses)  
 
 
 

Over the past several months, the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department has been in the process of changing their 
website host, as well as revamping their site and when it is up it is currently in a very Spartan beta format.  
Every month, the Department’s web functionality is less than the month before. From the outside looking in, it 
appears they have created their own server farm by bridging three Commodore 64 units and linking them to the 
web via a single-line 28.8 phone modem.  (Perpetual 503 error messages are returned when trying to access 
their calendar of events).  TPWD listings will reappear in this space when their website again goes live. 

 

FWAS & Noble Planetarium Star Party. 

 

This year’s first star party at the museum almost fizzled out.  First the parking guard was there, poor guy.  I hope we did 
not get him in trouble as Bruce and I keep star party participants out of the lot until he left.  Then we waved everyone in 
quickly.  Later we noticed later that a new attendant was present.  He gave me a glare when I drove off later.  At the best 
the sky was overcast, but we had about 150 people come out to look through your telescopes.   

Lots of people turned out to see the moon and Saturn even put in a fuzzy appearance before the evening was over. 

Thanks to everyone who came out. 

Michele 

 
NOTE:  We may either be set up in the lot South of the Museum that we used all of 2009, or in the front of the Museum 
at 1600 Gendy where you can back up your vehicles up to the curb around the circle the front of the Museum of Science 
and History and the Cowgirl Museums.  From there you can unload and set up on the sidewalk area.  You may leave 
your cars and trucks at the curb, that way you will not have to pay the parking fee.  This change is due to the fact that 
the Parking Lots are now fee based.  (Be sure to check the e-group in the days leading up to the star party). Brownie 
Bribes are often provided!  (Linda Krouse and Michele Martinez) 
 

OUR NEXT STAR PARTIES:  April 9th, and then May 7th weather permitting. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

March 31 to April 2 – Messier Marathon at CSAC - A Messier Marathon will be held at Three Rivers Foundation’s 
Comanche Springs Astronomy Campus March 31-April 2.   Spend three incredible nights on the 3RF campus!  Enjoy 
perfect skies, 110 Messier objects and great company!   

The Event:    3RF_Flyer 

The Observing Contest:   3RFMessierObservingContest 

The Imaging Marathon:    3RFMessierImagingMarathon2011 

              Registration Form:   MarathonRegistration 

April 9 — Three Rivers Foundation (3RF) Star Party — 3RF invites you out to Comanche Springs near Crowell, Texas for a 
night under the stars. The dark skies of Big Ranch Country provide a spectacular view of the universe. The party 
starts with solar observing followed by a break. Evening activities begin with a short educational introduction to 
astronomy. The observatories and Star Field are then opened to the public to enjoy the use of many different kinds of 
astronomy instruments.  For more information the day of a scheduled star party, please call 940-655-3384.  (Russ 
Boatright and Doug Brown) (Panhandle Plains, where Oklahoma tucks into the Texas Panhandle)  

3RF will have two public events next month in May:   May 7th for Deep Sky Observation and May 14th for Lunar.  
 

Tom Koonce writes:   
I hope winter is over soon.  Read my "timely" article (on page 6) regarding early 1600's portable timepieces that 

astronomically-minded scholars would have carried with them.  I came across a nice display of these unique sundials in 
the Finland National Museum in Helsinki during a recent trip,  I also got to see the Aurora Borealis for hours on my last 
night there when the snow ceased for the first time in a week.  Here's a helpful amateur astronomy travel tip - don't visit 
Finland in January unless you have to!  It's a beautiful place, but WOW it is cold.  Really, really cold.  And dark. 

 
 

http://www.fwmsh.org/star-parties
http://www.3rf.org
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    TThhee  AApprriill  SSkkyy  – Thomsen Foundation -- 9 pm local time, April 9th – from  Heavens-Above.com 
 

    
  

  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Star Charts: 

Sky & Telescope                                       Sky Maps 
http://tinyrul.com/5np8n                                             http://www.skymaps.com 

Heavens Above                         International Space Station Transits 
http://www.heavens-above.com               http://tinyrul.com/y8zk5c 
 

Meet your fellow club members:   Watch short clips on YouTube (you must be reading on-line to link) 
 
 
 
 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Click here for the APOD video of the Saturn Flyby 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k8f3swFNC-Y
http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap110315.html
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             Time to Go 
                   By Tom Koonce 
                        Lancaster, California                                                          Photos by Author, taken at Finnish National Museum 

 

The history of astronomy has always been tied closely to the accurate measurement of time.  We take it for 
granted that even the least expensive digital watch keeps better time than the finest timepiece of a few hundred 

years ago.  Even so, anyone who has put up with jet lag during a long trip knows 
how difficult it is to keep track of the local time.  If we could all think in Universal 
Time, I suppose it would still be a struggle to get an idea of local sunrise and 
sunset times.  These days, dual time-zone watches make it easier, but before 
pocket watches and other portable clocks, it must have been impossible for the 
Renaissance-period road warriors to track, right?  At least I thought so until a 
recent visit to a museum where I saw ingenious portable timepieces dating from c. 
1600. 

A “Traveler” timepiece was a portable sundial with a magnetic compass built in to 
allow for its initial alignment.  The models that I saw were made of ivory or brass 
(in later models) and consisted of a base with small embedded compass, a hinged 
“lid”, and either a small hole in the lid (Figure 1), or a string that connected base 
and lid at a 45 degree angle (Figure 2).  Note the listing of cities on the underside 
of the lid in Figure 1.   

After aligning the Traveler 
sundial with magnetic north 
and correcting for magnetic 
declination, the user used the 
shadow cast by the Sun on 
the string or the spot cast by 
the hole in the lid to 
determine the time on the 
scale marked on the base in 
the manner of sundials.  
Despite the small size of the 
unit and the user’s likely 
errors in alignment, the 
instrument still gave times 
accurate to within an hour or 
so.  The accuracy depended 
on the time of year, time of 
day, and the 2 axis leveling 
of the Traveler.  And of 
course, if it was a cloudy 
day, the user was simply out 
of luck.   

The workmanship on the pieces that I photographed for this article were finely 
detailed and carefully inscribed.   These instruments were not inexpensive, nor 
were they something that everyone of the period needed to have.  But portable 
spring powered clocks of the day were unreliable on long trips because of their 
constant need of winding.  After one forgetful day or night and the owner would be 
left with a temporarily useless timepiece, but on a sunny day, the Traveler sundial 
timepiece was always reliable.  People of means such as scholars and business 
men who traveled far and regularly enough to make this instrument a necessity 
would have been the primary consumers.  While I won’t trade in my quartz watch 
anytime soon, I think these instruments are cool enough, even now, that I’d like 
one to demo before a star party. 

Interesting Fact:  First Wrist Watch.  In 1504, the first portable (but not very 
accurate) timepiece was invented in Nuremberg, Germany by Peter Henlein. The 
first reported person to actually wear a watch on the wrist was the French 
mathematician and philosopher, Blaise Pascal (1623-1662). With a piece of string, 
he attached his pocket watch to his wrist.   

Reference: http://inventors.about.com/od/cstartinventions/a/clock.htm 

Ivory portable timepiece, c.1600      
Figure 1 

Brass portable timepiece, c.1650     
Figure 2 

Outer lid of Traveler timepiece 
c.1621                           Figure 3 
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Club Notes 
 

 
Well, we are approaching the end of the FWAS 2010-2011 year in June. That means it is time to start thinking about 
elections of club officers and Executive Board members. I urge all of you to consider volunteering/running for an elected 
position, especially those of you who have not held office previously. The club functions, as an ongoing entity, through 
the efforts of those who volunteer. At the present time, the following offices will be vacated: 

 President 
 Secretary - Treasurer 
 2 Executive Board positions 

Other positions may also be vacated. If you are interested, or just want to know more about the responsibilities of an 
office, please contact any of the current officers or Executive Board members. Also, remember to consult the FWAS 
Bylaws regarding officer responsibilities. A copy is located in the "Files" section of the eGroup site.  

A final slate of candidates should be completed by the conclusion of the May meeting to give the membership time to 
consider them prior to the vote during the June meeting. 

Thanks, Steve Tuttle, President FWAS 

Star Party Etiquette 

These rules are intended to help maintain access and use of the astronomy club observing site for as many members 
and their guests as possible, while preserving the conditions that have brought us out to enjoy the sky.  Following these 
rules will permit everyone to pursue the study and enjoyment of astronomy to the fullest satisfaction. 

If you are new to the Club, or it has been a while since you have been to a Star Party, please take a few minutes to 
review these basic rules.   Please don't hesitate to ask questions if anything is unclear. 

1. Do Not Litter!  Everyone shall be responsible for his or her litter.  If you bring it in, take it with you when you 
leave.  Access to the observing site depends upon each member complying with this rule.  

2. No Open Fires Permitted.  

3. Consumption of Alcoholic Beverages is Prohibited.  

4. No White Lights after Dark!  Use dim red lights after sundown. Use only the minimum light necessary for safety.  
If you must use lights, please ask first, to avoid spoiling someone's night vision or astrophoto.  Shield or turn off 
automatic car door or trunk lights (Pull the fuses if necessary.)  

5. Park Based on your Observing Plan.  Park facing towards the exit, to avoid having to backup using backup 
lights.  If you planning to leave early, park close to the exit.   If you do not bring a telescope, park away from 
observers and walk over.  Five MPH is the maximum speed while on observing field to keep dust to a minimum.  
Also be careful that your vehicle does not block the view of a nearby observer.  

6. Remember, your vehicle back-up lights are bright white.  A good idea is to back your vehicle in at the start of the 
evening so that when you leave, you can pull straight out rather than having to back up.  

7. Plan Your Departure.  Please announce in advance (to save night vision and astro-photographer's tempers), 
and have someone lead your vehicle out with a flashlight.  Use Parking Lights Only – No Headlights, Please! 
(FYI some newer cars do not allow you to turn your headlights/parking lights off AT ALL when in gear) 

8. Keep Noise to a Minimum.  Please, no loud radios, tape players, CB, CDs, horns, yelling, etc. 

9. Never be the Next to the Last to Leave.  Don't leave someone alone at the observing site without first checking 
with them.  Dead car batteries (This almost happened to me once!), vandals...  

10. The last two people should sweep the area with their flashlights to see if anyone accidentally dropped 
something important.  If you find anything left behind, contact the club President the next day and then bring the 
item with you to the next meeting to be re-united with its owner.  

The road leading to the observing pads is long, straight and narrow and can be difficult to travel without headlights, and 
unfortunately the road points directly AT the pads as you arrive. So arriving and setting up before nightfall will avoid 
headlights being shined right at the pads. Also the walk from the picnic area around to the observing pads is about a 
third of a mile so parking at the picnic area and walking with your equipment is not recommended.



  
    

Lunation 1092 at ~ 5 Days 7 hours 
*and everyone knows that the Moon  

is made out of green cheese.” 
      

This image almost shows what the Moon will look like 
at 4:32 pm on the evening of April 9th, our star party 
with the Museum night. This image does not exactly 
represent what will be visible along the limbs, because 
on that night the libration of the Moon will be just about 
SSW.  The Moon’s South Pole and shadowed Western 
Limb will be tilted more towards us.   The Moon will be 
between Castor’s left foot in Gemini (ν Geminorum) 
and the western horn tip of Taurus (ζ Tauri) on that 
night as it slides towards the east relative to the 
background sky. 

The Southern limb will be most exposed by 6.6O on the 
2nd. The Western limb will be most exposed by 7.6O on 
the 11th.  The Northern limb will be most exposed by 
6.6O on the 16th and the Eastern limb will be most 
exposed by 7.2O on the 22nd.  At Moonrise, the Moon’s 
SW will be “down.”  At Moonset, the Moon’s SE will be 
“down.” That is to say, a waxing crescent moon 
“frowns” as it rises, and “smiles” as it sets. (A waning 
crescent moon is the opposite.) 

Background lunar image was borrowed from 
http://www.stargazing.net/David/moon/day05h7moontext.html    
Club members are always encouraged to submit their 

images for publication in Prime Focus. 

Let’s look at a few points of interest.  Tonight’s obvious crowning glory is Crater Theophilus at the shore of Mare 
Nectaris. We won’t discuss it here today, but you might want to look at page 3 of the June 2010 Prime Focus for 
information on Craters Theophilus, Cyrilles, and Catharina as they are a very nice group for sharing on a star party 
night.  Also, check page 3 of the August 2010 Prime Focus for a short discussion of the Craters Atlas and Hercules. 

Look at Crater Posidonius on the eastern edge of Mare Serenitatis (the mare in shadow tonight).  A very old crater, it 
most likely looked as impressive as Craters Theophilus, Copernicus, or Tycho when it was younger.  It is older than 
Mare Sernitatis whose lava breached Posidonius’ western wall and practically filled the crater to the rim.  All that 
remains visible today are the tops of most of its walls and a small nubbin of a central peak.  The flooding lava cracked 
on cooling and you can see several of these crevices under good skies and magnification.  The 59-mile wide Crater 
Posidonius is best viewed when the Moon is 5 – 6 and 19 – 20 days old.  To the south of Posidonius, and also on the 
“shore” of Serenitatis is the totally flooded crater Le Monnier (it looks like a little bay on the sea).  The Russians landed 
their Luna 21 here in January of 1973.  The vehicle also carried the robotic rover Lunakhod 2 which explored 23 miles of 
the crater floor over the next four months and returning photographs of the area as well as analysis of rock samples. 
 

Prime Focus offices are moving! 
  
  

On April 1st, the Prime Focus staff takes the keys and possession of 
the newsletter’s new editorial offices at the corner of Yucca & Vine in 
Hollywood.  The location is in the heart of all the action, just south of 
the 101, a half-block north of the Capitol Records tower, and is just a 
short drive from the beautiful planetarium at Griffith Observatory. 

This move, coupled with T1 networking to our other offices in London 
and Mumbai, will give the publication a closer look at the stars that 
everyone is talking about and obsessing over.. Publishing innovations 
that are planned for the very near future include a new 3-D rendered 
holographic newsletter.  Look for the iPrime app at the Apple iStore 
coming soon! 

Feel free to stop by and say hello, we’ll be glad to give you the tour! 
 

Max Libration
9 April 2011 

http://f1.grp.yahoofs.com/v1/QPSMTRI_sVHq51qhioJGkt2pYd1xXTaCo_QDd43C-x3kIQ-edApWvN40dSlbTBKYTvJM9k09FY7IY-htrLfZ/PrimeFocus/2010/PF2010_06.pdf
http://f1.grp.yahoofs.com/v1/QPSMTYkbQ2rq51qhgO5yWdl8SlbJ35oKfwfUW6o11xAAxVxVOiMQ-Tepj4Ab3kFfLJUtcO3DfiKhjE-uvV_s/PrimeFocus/2010/PF2010_08.pdf
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Illumination of the Moon’s Librated Edge 
Compiled by Ed “Dr. K” Kotapish, aka Edosaurusrex 

 
 

SLONG and SLAT are the theoretical position on the Moon’s surface of the most librated point that’s illuminated and visible from the 
Earth.  SLAT values with a “T” indicate the point is at the terminator and the actual point of maximum libration is in darkness.   

TLIB is the amount of angular visibility over the face defined by 90E to 90@ longitude. 

ILL%:   0.00 = New Moon; 1.00 = Full Moon; 0.50 is First or Last Quarter & you have to see if the Moon is waxing (ILL% 
increasing) or waning (ILL% decreasing) to determine. 

For instance, on September 20th Mare Oriental lovers will be able to see 6.5 degrees past 90W when the Moon is 0.56% illuminated 
or nearly Last Quarter. 
 

MMM DD SLONG SLAT TLIB ILL% 

 MAR 1 165.2 -86.8T 3.1 0.13 

MAR 2 140.7 -84.2T 4.5 0.07 

MAR 3 121.7 -79.2T 5.6 0.03 

MAR 4 108.3 -69.7 6.3 0.01 

MAR 5 130.3 -80.0 6.4 0.00 

MAR 6 -152.0 -82.6 6.6 0.01 

MAR 7 -121.7 -77.3T 6.7 0.04 

MAR 8 -137.2 -81.3T 6.4 0.09 

MAR 9 -153.3 -83.7T 5.7 0.15 

MAR 10 -170.4 -85.3T 4.6 0.22 

MAR 11 170.0 -86.5T 3.4 0.31 

MAR 12 145.3 -87.6T 2.0 0.40 

MAR 13 108.2 -88.3T 0.5 0.50 

MAR 14 -126.2 88.4T 0.9 0.61 

MAR 15 -171.8 87.7T 2.3 0.71 

MAR 16 159.2 86.2T 3.5 0.81 

MAR 17 137.7 83.9T 4.5 0.89 

MAR 18 119.3 79.4T 5.2 0.95 

MAR 19 102.3 65.4T 5.1 0.99 

MAR 20 -94.3 34.9T 3.5 1.00 

MAR 21 -111.1 74.9T 5.4 0.97 

MAR 22 -128.8 82.2T 4.9 0.92 

MAR 23 -148.9 85.3T 4.0 0.85 

MAR 24 -174.4 87.2T 2.8 0.76 

MAR 25 146.7 88.2T 1.5 0.66 

MAR 26 91.1 88.4T 0.0 0.55 

MAR 27 -133.0 -87.9T 1.5 0.45 

MAR 28 -160.9 -86.9T 2.9 0.35 

MAR 29 178.4 -85.8T 4.2 0.26 

MAR 30 160.6 -84.4T 5.3 0.18 

MAR 31 144.3 -82.4T 6.1 0.11 

 DD SLONG  SLAT  TLIB ILL%  

MMM 

APR 1  128.7 -79.4T  6.6 0.06  

APR 2  132.3 -80.2   6.6 0.03  

APR 3 -149.4 -82.5   6.5 0.01  

APR 4 -112.6 -73.3   6.3 0.00  

APR 5 -113.8 -75.0T  6.0 0.02  

APR 6 -131.8 -82.5T  5.0 0.05  

APR 7 -153.6 -85.9T  3.7 0.10  

APR 8  174.4 -87.8T  2.2 0.17  

APR 9  118.1 -88.6T  0.7 0.25  

APR 10 -117.9  88.2T  0.9 0.34  

APR 11 -149.6  87.3T  2.3 0.45  

APR 12 -171.2  86.4T  3.6 0.56  

APR 13  171.0  85.3T  4.7 0.66  

APR 14  154.9  83.9T  5.5 0.77  

APR 15  139.6  82.1T  6.0 0.86  

APR 16  124.6  79.1T  6.1 0.93  

APR 17  109.4  71.8T  6.0 0.98  

APR 18   93.7  19.5T  3.5 1.00  

APR 19 -103.7  74.8T  3.6 0.99  

APR 20 -126.2  85.1T  2.9 0.95  

APR 21 -171.0  88.3T  1.7 0.89  

APR 22  101.2  88.5T  0.3 0.80  

APR 23 -118.1 -87.5T  1.2 0.71  

APR 24 -139.2 -86.5T  2.6 0.61  

APR 25 -155.9 -85.7T  4.0 0.51  

APR 26 -170.9 -84.8T  5.1 0.41  

APR 27  174.8 -84.0T  6.0 0.32  

APR 28  160.9 -83.0T  6.6 0.24  

APR 29  147.2 -81.9T  6.8 0.16  

APR 30  138.7 -81.1   6.6 0.10  

ALL DATES ARE UT AT 0H 

 

2011 Illumination of the Werner X 
THE START TIME IS FOR A FULLY FORMED X, THE END TIME IS SUBJECTIVE. TO WATCH THE FORMATION FROM DARKNESS 
SUBTRACT 2 HOURS FROM THE START TIME BELOW.  Times are UT. 
 
12 JAN 0002 TO 0305 
10 FEB  1511 TO 1814 
12 MAR  0524 TO 0827 

10 APR 1819 TO 2122 
10 MAY  0556 TO 0859 
 08 JUN  1634 TO 1937 

08 JUL  0245 TO 0548 
06 AUG 1308  TO 1611 
05 SEP  0018 TO 0321 

04 OCT  1238 TO 1541 
03 NOV  0216 TO 0519 
02 DEC  1700 TO 2003  

 
GOOD LUCK TO ALL THE X-MEN! 
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   Cloudy Night Library 
      Media reviews by Matt J. McCullar, FWAS 
  

The Pluto Files: The Rise and Fall of America’s Favorite Planet 
 by Neil DeGrasse Tyson 

Published in 2009 by W. W. Norton & Co. 
194 pages 
ISBN 978-0-393-06520-6 

 

“It’s not easy being a public enemy.”  So says Dr. Neil DeGrasse Tyson, Director of the 
Hayden Planetarium in New York City (and a University of Texas grad).  Some FWAS 
members attended his lecture at the University of Texas at Arlington recently.   

Dr. Tyson found himself in the middle of astronomical controversy in 2001 when a New York Times article publicized the fact that the 
Hayden Planetarium had not included Pluto as an official planet of the solar system in one of their public displays after the 
planetarium had been renovated.  Even though the new display had been in place for almost a year, no one had paid much attention 
until the article appeared.  “Some accused the museum of mounting a publicity stunt to drum up attendance,” Tyson writes.   

Why are so many people interested in this little rock?  Why do so many people care whether it’s a planet or not?  Perhaps it’s 
because people like to stick up for the underdog.  Inertia may have something to do with it as well; most of us have long believed 
Pluto to be a planet (as we were taught in our youth), and people are usually resistant to change.  And science is nothing but change. 

Tyson describes what society was like at the time of Pluto’s discovery and how the name “Pluto” had weaved its way into public 
consciousness.  He also points out that Pluto’s discovery was more or less “accidental on purpose”: While astronomers postulated on 
Pluto’s existence due to gravitational perturbations of known planets and found Pluto due to scientific thoroughness, it was eventually 
learned that the “perturbations” of larger worlds’ orbits were simply optical measurement errors due to the limited technology of the 
time.  Once you take the “slop” out of the numbers (thanks to data from the Voyager spacecraft), Pluto has no effect on the four gas 
giant planets at all.  Yet Pluto was found. 

Pluto was discovered by science and technology and ultimately became a “casualty” of it as well.  As instrumentation improved over 
time, the measured diameter of Pluto became less and less.  At what point is an astronomical body too small to be a planet?  How 
small does a ship have to be before it becomes a boat?  Since Pluto does not affect “nearby” Neptune or Uranus, can we still call it a 
planet?  Pluto does have satellites, after all; in fact, Pluto’s moon Charon is so large compared with Pluto that they could actually 
qualify as a “double planet,” or “double dwarf planet.”  Pluto seemed to be a new kind of object from the day it was discovered in 
1930. 

“Monday, May 24, 1999.  The night Pluto fell from grace,” says Tyson.  That was when the International Astronomical Union (IAU) 
removed Pluto’s planetary status.  The members’ arguments went like this: 

 “I personally don’t care one way or the other.  Pluto just goes on the way it is, regardless of what you call it.” 

 “It’s like asking, ‘How many countries are there in the world?’  That depends on how you define ‘country.’” 

 “But even some astronomers defending Pluto admit that were it discovered today, it might not be awarded planethood, 
because it is so small – only about 1,400 miles wide – and so different from the other planets…” 

 “Although Pluto’s fans hate to admit it, Pluto owes its status more to the fact that astronomers expected to find a planet 
out beyond Neptune than to any intrinsic merit.” 

The real “planet-killer” came with the discoveries of other trans-Neptunian bodies that are measurably larger then Pluto.  Therefore, if 
Pluto is to remain a planet, these bodies must be called planets, too.  Then things really get complicated.  “When the final vote was 
cast on August 24, 2006, a revised definition of a planet emerged – and a revised status for Pluto: Pluto is officially demoted to the 
status of ‘dwarf planet.’” 

Writes Tyson: “I remind the reader that the IAU does not normally vote on scientific concepts, heated or otherwise.  Voting typically 
addresses non-controversial things like nomenclature that clarifies or unifies our means of communicating with one another.  Science 
is not a democracy.  As is often cited (and attributed to Galileo), the stated authority of a thousand is not worth the humble reasoning 
of a single individual.” 

Tyson writes in an entertaining style, making The Pluto Files fun to read.  There are cartoons, photographs and illustrations on 
practically every page; in fact, there are almost too many of them.  Most pictures and illustrations are in color, which is unusual for 
such a small book.  I could have done without the pages of silly Pluto song lyrics in the back, as well as the verbatim “Pluto-is-hereby-
a-planet-in-our-great state” official resolutions proposed by the California and New Mexico state legislatures.   
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Let’s Get a Bucket and go to the Crab Shack! 
 

 

The swamps of Lerna was home of the Hydra, an enormous water snake with nine heads (one of which was immortal), 
and with breath that would kill on contact.  With the help of Athene, Hercules located the monster's lair, and the ensuing 
struggle was a standoff.  When one head was sliced off, another appeared in its place.  Then at Hydra's plea, a giant 

crab emerged from the swamp and bit into Hercules' foot.  Hercules 
promptly killed the animal and then cut off the Hydra's immortal 
head, killing it as well.  He then dipped his arrows in the Hydra's 
blood.  The slightest scratch from one of these arrows would bring 
instant death to his enemies. 

Scholars believe that ancient astrologers added the crab to the 
myth in order to have the Twelve Labors of Hercules reflect the 
Twelve Signs of the Zodiac.  While it is difficult to associate all of 
Hercules' labors with the zodiac, it is true that the crab figured in 
Hercules' Second Labor, and is in fact the Second Sign of the 
Zodiac.  

In any case, apparently for following its masters command and 
sacrificing its life, the crab was awarded with a heavenly home.  
But, because Cancer failed to defeat Hercules, the gods did not 
give Cancer bright stars to mark the constellation. 

M44 (NGC 2632) is better known by the name the Beehive Cluster, 
or the Latin equivalent, Praesepe, which not only means a hive but 
also a crib, or manger.  This is a bright open cluster clearly visible to 
the naked eye on a dark enough night, and best appreciated with 
binoculars or small scope.  One of the largest clusters, its 1.5 
degree size is equivalent to three full moons end-to-end.  Its 
distance is calculated at between 520-590 light years.  This 
grouping is so large it was well-known in antiquity, when it was 
thought to be a nebula.  The cluster often served to predict the 
weather:  if not crystal clear inclement weather might be on the way.   

Galileo was the first to study its stars with a telescope.  He counted over forty members, putting to rest the idea of its 
nebulosity and introducing the idea of star clusters.  There are over three hundred stars in the Beehive.  It has been 
estimated that over a hundred of its stars are 
brighter than our Sun, and in fact if the Sun were 
a member of this group, it would be a very 
modest member indeed, at about 10.9 
magnitude.  (Caldwell 48, below) 
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   SSttaarrggaazzeerrss’’  DDiiaarryy – Russ Boatright and Doug Brown 
  
 
 
   

 

January 7, 2011 – Lipan Astronomy and Space Society – good skies  

The first 2011 meeting of LASS was planned for Saturday night, but 
the weatherman was forecasting a winter storm, so host James 
Addison wisely bumped it up to Friday. Not that Friday had shown 
much promise either, but the Clear Sky Chart promised clear hours 
later. And for once, we experienced an evening that improved with 
time.  

Half dozen hardy souls gathered beneath the clouds with binoculars and a few telescopes. It looked too iffy 
to bother with the giant tubes, but at least it wasn’t too cold. Michael Milton set up his 9.25” CAT while Ben 
Hudgens had a sweet antique TeleVue refractor on loan from one of his Mississippi star gazing buddies atop 
his new eq mount.  

Thin, high clouds continued to part as we swept the skies for favorite binocular targets; The Alpha Persei 
Association, The Hyades, and The Pleiades among others. Open Clusters are best appreciated through binos, 
too, especially when good darkness presents high contrast.  

A tour beginning in Canis Major and trailing up through Auriga using Messier Open Clusters as benchmarks is 
a winter time binocular delight. M41 to M50, then over to M46 and 47 in Puppis, up to M35 in Gemini prior to 
the big finish with M 37, 36, and 38 in Auriga is a roadmap to other interesting OCs along the way.  

These include NGC 2343, 2353, 2345, 2423, and 2360 near M50 and M47 in the Puppis/Monoceros region, 
NGC 2129 and 2158 which kisses M35 in Gemini, and NGC 1893 and 1857 which flank the Messier clusters in 
Auriga. There’s more bling here than in any jewelry store.  

Any clear winter night will always involve investigating Orion’s Sword with a variety of instruments, and we 
were drawn to it once it approached meridian and the last cloud remnants faded away.  

The Great Nebula through telescopes is always the big draw here, and Trapezium stars were crisp pin points 
of light. We also spent time splitting various double stars in the region. But M42 presented in the greater 
context afforded by binoculars is also a remarkable sight. From the double star Struve 747 at one end of the 
sword scabbard up through Open Cluster 1981 at the other end, all within a singular binocular FOV presents 
a variety of sights unequalled.  

Besides the binocular madness, we spent some quality time with some DSOs courtesy of Milton’s 9.25” CAT. 
He captured Thor’s Helmet, NGC 2359 in Canis Major visually for the first time, thanks to an OIII filter and a 
Nagler 31mm eyepiece, and the views of M1 the Crab Nebula in Taurus along with barred spiral galaxy NGC 
2903 in Leo were notable as well.  

So our first outing of the New Year had turned out well after all, and we all congratulated ourselves for not 
giving up on the evening. It’s always a pleasure to get together with your observing crew and get more out 
of a night than you had hoped for.  
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The Fine Print 
 

 

FWAS Contact information   
http://www.fortworthastro.com  
 
Officers: Steve Tuttle – President 
               Shawn Kirchdorfer – Vice President 
           John Dowell – Treasurer 

Dean Crabtree – Secretary 

Meetings – FWAS meets at 7:00 PM on the third Tuesday of the 
month at the UNT Health Science Center – Research & Education 
Building, Room 100; 3500 Camp Bowie Blvd; Ft. Worth. Guests 
and visitors are always welcome.  (Steve Tuttle)    

Web Site – http://www.fortworthastro.com  

E-Group (members only) – You may post messages to the group by 
sending e-mail to fwas@yahoogroups.com. Any message sent to 
fwas@yahoogroups.com will be automatically sent to all members 
on the list. To subscribe, send a blank e-mail to  

      fwas-subscribe@yahoogroups.com Include your real name.  

Outreach – items concerning FWAS Outreach activities should be 
addressed to fwasoutreach@yahoo.com (Shawn Kirchdorfer)      

Prime Focus – The FWAS newsletter is published monthly. Letters to 
the editor, articles for publication, photos, or just about anything 
you would like to have included in the newsletter should be sent 
to: editor@fortworthastro.com. Mable Sterns Award Finalist, Steve 
Gray (2002) & Dean Crabtree (2008 - 10)   Batting .307 

FWAS Annual Dues - $40 for adults / families, $20.00 for students 
(half-price Jan 1 thru June 30); checks payable to the Fort Worth 
Astronomical Society; payments can be mailed to 3812 Fenton 
Avenue. Fort Worth, TX 76133, or in-person at the next indoor 
meeting. Membership runs July 1 through June 30. (John Dowell)  

Discount Subscriptions Available – Sky & Telescope ($32.95), and 
Astronomy (1 year for $34.00; 2 years for $60.00). A Sky & 
Telescope subscription through FWAS entitles you to 10% off 
purchases at Sky and Telescope’s on-line store. (John Dowell)  

Astronomical League Membership – Your FWAS membership also 
enrolls you in the Astronomical League. This makes you eligible 
for various observing certificates and you get their quarterly 
magazine, Reflector.  League Observing clubs:  

        http://tinyurl.com/3vjh4fl (Tres Ross)  

Fort Worth Museum of Science & History See the Museum’s 
website for schedules:   http://tinyurl.com/3jkn5j (Linda Krouse)  

 

 
 

Looking back towards the gate @ Thomsen Foundation 

 
Observing Site Reminders  

Be careful with fire, ban in effect 
 
All members …  

Email John Dowell that you are going. 
Sign the logbook in the clubhouse  
Put equipment back neatly when finished  
Leave a log note if there is a club equipment problem; also, 

please contact a FWAS Trustee to let them know  
Maintain Dark-Sky etiquette  
Turn out your headlights at the gate!  

Last person out, please …  

 Make sure nothing is left out  
Lock the gate.

  

 

Credits 

Cover Image:  
NGC 891 

Steve Tuttle 
This galaxy in Andromeda is perhaps the most beautiful example of 
a near-by spiral galaxy viewed edgewise. Note the small companion 

galaxies above and beneath the disk. 

Observing Data 
RCAS 2011 Observers’ Handbook 

Ed “Dr. K” Kotapish, aka “Edosaurusrex” 

Historical Data  
The Year in Space: 2011 – Planetary Society 

Top Ten & Challenge Targets 
Dave Mitsky (assisted by Tony Donnangelo) 

“Chance favors the prepared mind” 
(Chesmont Astronomical Society) 

Sky Chart 
www.heavens-above.com 

Timepieces 
http://inventors.about.com/od/cstartinventions/a/clock.htm  

The Crab 
coldwater.k12.mi.us 

wikicommons 
SkyTel 

Constellation-guide.com 

 
 

 

 
 

Navigate the Newsletter 
When reading the electronic newsletter while on-line, if your cursor 

“changes” as you roll over an image or blue text, you can click on that 
web link to be taken to further information of the subject at hand. 

 

http://www.astroleague.org
http://www.fortworthastro.com

